:: SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH WORK ::

My research topic is “Indian Contributions to Arabic Literature: A Study on Mohd. Rabe Hasani Nadwi”. It is not possible to discuss the details in single research work. So I would like to provide the following suggestions for further research work relevant to my topic.

1) Indo-Arab Socio-Political and Educational Interaction Before and After the Arrival of the Bright Religion Islam in India.

2) An Analytical Study on Arabic-Islamic Learning in the Contemporary India with special Reference to Muhammad Rabe Hasani Nadwi and his Contemporaries.

3) Muhammad Rabe Hasani Nadwi and His Visits to the Different Parts of the World: An Analytical Study.

4) Muhammad Rabe Hasani Nadwi: An Analytical Study of His Literary Works.

5) Muhammad Rabe Hasani Nadwi as a Social Reformer: An Analytical Study on His Socialistic Objective Based Books.

6) Muhammad Rabe Hasani Nadwi as a Man of Arabic Literature: An Analytical Study on His Arabic Literary Works Like "تاريخ الأدب العربي بين عصر و نقد " Or "الأدب العربي: العصر الإسلامي".

7) Muhammad Rabe Hasani Nadwi as an International Figure of Arabic Islamic Education: A Study with Reference to His Arabic Islamic Books.
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